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To model correctly the SF6 atmospheric absorption requires the knowledge of the spectroscopic parameters of all states
involved in the numerous hot bands in the 10,5m atmospheric transparency window. However, due to their overlapping,
a direct analysis of the hot bands near the 10,5m absorption of SF6 in the atmospheric window is not possible. It is
necessary to use another strategy, gathering information in the far and mid infrared regions on initial and final states to
compute the relevant total absorption.
In this talk, we present new results from the analysis of spectra recorded at the AILES beamline at the SOLEIL Syn-
chrotron facility. For these measurements, we used a IFS125HR interferometer combined with the synchrotron radiation
in the 100-3200 cm 1range, coupled to a cryogenic multiple pass cell a. The optical path length was varied from 45 to
141m with measuring temperatures between 223 and 153+/-5 K. The new information obtained on 2+4-5, 25-6 and
3+6-4 allowed to derive improved parameters for 5, 25 and 3+6. In turn, they are used to model the more important
3+5-5 and 3+6-6 hot band contributions. By including these new parameters in the XTDS model b, we substantially
improved the SF6 parameters used to model the atmosphere.
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